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Salt Water in Streams
Watch the video on salt pollution in streams in Rochester, MN.
1. When does most of the damage to lakes and rivers from salt pollution occur? In the
winter months.
2. What does salt contain? Why is that a problem? It contains chloride, which can be toxic.
3. How can we get rid of salt that is in water? You can’t get rid of salt once it is in the
water except for an expensive reverse-osmosis system.
4. What are some alternatives to using road salt? You can use less salt, a brine, liquid
corn, or molasses. These compounds help the salt “stick” to the roads so that you need
less to melt the ice and snow.
5. Describe your prediction of what will happen to the eggplant after your teacher applies
salt to it.
Student answers will vary; many students think the eggplant will “shrivel”.
6. Use the CASE STUDIES provided by your teacher to complete the chart that follows.
Case studies courtesy of the Ecology Disrupted project at CUNY & AMNH.

7. Using evidence from the case studies, explain whether you agree or disagree with this claim:
“Salt isn’t the problem for ecosystems; the problem is changing the amount of salt in an
ecosystem.”
Each ecosystem has its own level of salt – too much salt can kill freshwater organisms, while
not enough salt can kill saltwater organisms. For example, organisms that live in fresh
water , such as certain frogs, will die if the chloride level exceeds 400 mg/L.
8.

List three ways that salt can negatively affect organisms in an ecosystem.
A. Above 226 mg/L, some small freshwater plants can die.
B. Organisms that rely on those freshwater plants might not have enough food.
C. Mountain holly and tamarack can be killed by high salt levels.

9.

Look at the eggplant that your teacher salted. Describe what has happened to it. Explain
why you think this happened.
The eggplant got very wet, because the salt that was on the surface of the vegetable pulled
the water from the eggplant’s cells out through osmosis. Osmosis is the diffusion of water
across a membrane – water will move by diffusion from areas of high concentration to areas
of low concentration.

